Welcome to the thirteenth edition of the Library Ledger! This newsletter covers the latest news related to PLI Discover PLUS content, enhancements, search tips, research help and important announcements.
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PLI Discover PLUS Training Center

Need help using Discover PLUS? Visit the Training Center to access our repository of training materials and practice tips! In addition to written documentation, the Training Center is home to all of our Discover PLUS video tutorials.

These short videos typically run about two minutes and cover functionality as well as provide tips for finding topical content, such as materials on the Panama Papers leak.

Our most recent video demonstrates the Discover PLUS eReader functionality. Not only do you have the ability to highlight, annotate, and bookmark content to keep your research organized, but these features automatically sync up between the web version and the app.

PLI Discover PLUS Search Tips: Privacy & Cybersecurity Filter

We've added a new Privacy & Cybersecurity practice area filter to help you easily find what you are looking for.
When you are on the Browse page, you can quickly filter the list to only show Privacy & Cybersecurity titles by selecting “Privacy & Cybersecurity” from the practice area filter on the facet menu on the left. If you want to share this list or post it to an intranet or practice group page, you can click the permalink icon in the top right toolbar. This will provide you with a permalink to the page, which you can copy and embed.

PLI Discover PLUS Enhancements:
PLI Connect

PLI enhanced the login process to improve your online experience by creating PLI Connect, our new unified customer interface. Through PLI Connect, subscribers can use a single login to gain access to all PLI products. So if you're logged in to PLI.edu, you'll also be logged in to Discover PLUS and vice versa!
Hello from our New York City office! It has been a busy fall season with lots of travel to law schools throughout the country, from the Mid-Atlantic to the Northeast and the Midwest. The semester started in Washington, D.C. with a Discover PLUS training for American University's Advanced Legal Research Course. The next stop was Boston and the surrounding area for Harvard's Love Your Library Fest and law school visits. This was also the first year of the Midwest Research Expo, a series of vendor expos for law school students, faculty, and staff of area law schools as well as local firm librarians – held by five schools in the Midwest.

It was a great experience to connect directly with students and demonstrate how PLI's publications, forms and transcripts can provide a leg up in both traditional and experiential learning. From dormant commerce to hotel law, I was able to show students how Discover PLUS can be a go-to resource for starting research by providing them with authoritative background information as well as current insights into the positions of leading practitioners. We look forward to connecting with more professors and librarians at the Association of American Law Schools Annual Meeting in San Francisco in January!

Interested in scheduling a product demonstration or training? Please feel free to contact me any time at (212) 590-8836 or cdavis@pli.edu!